Fun with Alex and Farming
Part 3
How to Harvest Corn
A Day with Uncle FunBuck

We will film Tank arriving at Farmer Jim’s house and we will see corn that is mature and ready to be
harvested. When we arrive at the farm house, Farmer Jim and Farmer Seth come out and greet us. They
get in their white truck and we follow them to the office.

As they are driving, they turn off the road and drive their white truck right thorough the creek as though
it was not any problem, and they stop on the other side to wait for Tank. Then we see Tank turn down the
road and this time Tank doesn’t miss a beat. He drives straight into the creek, no stopping, no going slow,
just right in like the white truck did. Buck says “see, it’s not that hard is it? Actually, its kind of fun, isn’t
it?” Tank rings his bell.
We follow the white truck right through the creek and the next scene is us pulling into the office parking
lot.

On a personal note, I’m not sure how we should enter into this episode. We need to get out into the corn
field so Farmer Jim or Farmer Seth can show us how a farmer can tell when corn has stopped growing and
how a farmer can tell when it is time to harvest the corn.
I’m going to have to write this part of the episode after I speak to Farmer Jim and Farmer Seth. We are
going to have to introduce the viewers to the combine. Should we have the combine pull out for us to
meet or should we head out to the field so we can meet the combine when it is working?

I was thinking it would be cool to show what a harvester does and how it does it. There is some cool
animation from John Deere about how a combine works, but we could show how corn being removed
from the cob has evolved. We could show removing corn by hand, then using the hand crank, then using a
motor driven rig, then show the combine. Or something like that. Maybe we could pull the harvester out

of the barn and park it in the parking lot and we could have one of you farmers walk us around the
combine and show us what each part does, and then when we are out in the field, we can film each one of
those parts in action by putting cameras all over the harvester.

With your permission, I want to put cameras all over the combine so we can capture all sorts of cool video
of the plants going into the combine and how that part of it works, then how the plants are moved to the
center, then how the combine swallows them all, what it does inside, and then where the corn goes and
where the rest goes.
So the script would go like this: as we pull into the office, Lex is right there waiting for us. We pull up and
park right next to Lex. When we get out, Farmer Seth and Farmer Jim introduce all of us to Lex. We say hi
to Lex and then Seth and Jim show us all of the part just like we did for the seeder.

Seth and Jim walk us up to the cutting head and they show us all the parts. These pull the corn stalks in
one by one and holds them while the cutting blad cuts off the stock. Then this is the auger, and this auger
takes the corn stalk that has been cut and pulls it into the middle of the cutting head so all the corn can
reach the conveyor. Then when the corn hits the conveyor, the conveyor takes the corn talk into the
combine and it starts to shuck the leaves off of the corn. Then after the leaves are off, big rollers with teeth
turn and push the corn off of the cob. The corn then is sifted through a bunch of vibrating tables and the
leaves and cobs and all the bad stuff are blown out the back of the combine while the corn is collected at
the bottom of the combine and pumped into a holding bin on top of the combine.

The Farmer Jim asks Buck and Alex to get into Lex as they head out into the fields. You see Buck and Alex
get into Lex and drive out of the office area out into the fields.

You see the combine pull into the fields and Farmer Jim pushes all the buttons and pulls the leveres and
steers the combine into position and next thing you know everything is turning, shaking, spinning and
running perfectly.

Farmer Jim steps on the pedal and we start moving into the corn and the combine starts to harvest the
corn.

We will have cameras everywhere. First, we will have the cameras showing all of the parts of the combine
in action that we first learned about in the office parking lot. Each and every part we learned about we
will see in specific action.

And after we see all the parts in action, we will see the bin filling up with golden corn. Once the bin is full
of corn, Farmer Jim tells us it is time to empty the combine and then Farmer Jim explains how this
happens, and we see Farmer Seth pull up next to the Combine in John with a bunch of carts, and we see the
combine begin to unload into the carts.

Then we can film what happens when the combine is full of corn and how you empty out the corn from the
combine into the awaiting trailers as it drives along side. That is pretty cool and I can’t wait to film it.
Once the cart is full of corn, FJ suggests Buck and Alex ride back with FS to the office area so they can see
Seth put the corn into the corn elevator which places the corn into the bins for storage. Buck and Alex get
out of Lex and into John and head back with FS.

We see John pull the carts into the grain elevator and line up properly. Farmer Seth pulls a lever and then
all of the corn inside the cart begins to drop out. (we will have cameras on top showing the corn empty
out, underneath seeing the corn go into the grate and then shots of the corn raising up the corn elevator
into the storage bins.

After all the bins are emptied, John pulls back around and parks next to Tank. Buck leans over and asks FS
a question.

You see FS ponder this question, scratch his head and then say “OK”. Next thing you know, you see FS
walk over to the hitch of John and lift up the hitch and you see John pull away, and without the camera
moving away, you see Tank back right up and you see FS hook up Tank to pull the carts.

This is when I want to film tank fail. We could do this out in the field or in the office parking lot. I’m not
sure where a place could be in the 4 episodes where we could film this, but I was thinking we could hook
Tank up to one of the carts you use to empty corn into when the combine is full. In case you didn’t know, I
use Tank as a character to use so I can show myself as a positive male role model for both kids, and in
many cases, parents. I hope to form situations where Tank misbehaves, get’s into trouble, or doesn’t do
something right and I have to correct him, help him or comfort him. We are going to have a lot of fun with
this. In this example, Tank fails. I hope to film these scenes this something like this.

While we are out in the field, I turn to Farmer Jim or Farmer Seth and I ask if I can ask him a favor. The
farmer says “sure” then I lean in and whisper in his ear much like I did the pilot Steve’s. Then we see the
Farmer, take off his hat and scratch his head, looks down and thinks about it, then says “sure”. So, the next
scene has the camera focused directly on the tractor hitch, where the tractor is connected to the
trailer/cart. We see the Farmer walk up and unhitch the tractor, and without moving the camera, we see
the tractor pull out of the scene. Then, still without the camera moving, we see Tank backing into the
same spot where the Tractor was, and we see the Farmer hook tank up to tow the trailers/carts just like
John Deere was hooked up. You see, Tank wants to be a tractor. He thinks he can be a tractor and so he
wants to try.
We stand back and watch to see what will happen. The cameras will be on Tank, and we will see Tank let
out his clutch, and he will stall. I’m trying to liken this scenario to the time when a little boy goes up to bat
for the very first time in Tball. The little boy has his helmet on, carrying a big bat, and he steps into the
batting box. The kids is super nervous. It’s his first time up at bat, and here comes the coach to put the
ball on the T. And the coach puts the ball up on the T and it is time to swing. It’s the first time for the kid.
All the defenders are looking at him waiting for him to hit. He sees this. The blood is pumping now and he
knows he has to make a swing. So the boy swings the bat back as he winds up, and with all those nerves
firing, he swings the bat. In many cases, the boy swings too low, hits the T and the ball falls to the ground,
or even worst, the boy swings the bat, takes a HHUGGEE cut, but aims too high and misses the ball
completely. Either way, the boy is hugely embarrassed. Now, there are two ways dads can react. Bad
Dads usually yell, chastise, belittle or get mad at the boy for missing the ball. Dad by intimidation. I plan
on showing how to react to this situation like a good dad. A good dad would know what his son is feeling
after a situation like that, and a good dad is there to comfort, guide, explain and cheer to help his son do it
right. When Tank fails, everyone standing around is going to look down, as if to look like they feel bad at

the situation where Tank has failed, but Buck is going to start cheering “Great try Tank! That was a great
try buddy!” and then Buck will say “now your going to have to start your engine and put just a
lllliiiiiittttttttttlllllllleeeeeee more into it this time.

Allright! Let’s go!” And Tank starts his engine, gives it a little gas to get the engine going, and then he
steps on the gas a little more aaannnnndddddd ………..he stalls again.

And again, Buck will say “Another great try Tank! That was awesome! Now this time your going to have
to give it all you got! OK buddy?!” And Tank starts his engine again, gets his engine going almost to full
throttle and he lets out his clutch, and he stalls. After the third try, both Farmer Jim and Farmer Seth say
“nice try Tank” and walk away.

Then after the farmers walk away, Buck walks up to Tank and offers what every good dad should offer,
and Buck says “I’m proud of you Tank. I’m really proud of you. You wanted to be a tractor sooo bad that
without any fear, you backed right in, hooked up and you gave it your best. You gave it your best shot not
just once, not twice but three times. I don’t know of any bus out there that would do what you just did.
You tried your best and that is all someone can ask for. You did great. I think now you now know how
hard it is to be a tractor. Those carts are super heavy, and not only that Tank, John is designed for farm

work. He has a 280 horse power engine, with an IVT transmission so he can haul the big loads. Look at
you Tank, you are so cool! You were designed to take people on adventures in waaaay cool comfort. You
have an engine and a transmission that lets you go fast on the highways and get where you need to be in
good time. Look, can you picture John taking a family of 4 on a vaction trip? (this is where I hope you will
let my cousin learn how to drive your tractor with his wife and 2 kids in the cab. This will be about a 1
minute shot just to get parents to laugh, and I think you can trust my cousin driving your tractor carefully
when he has his 2 kids and wife inside with him!) Its up to you. Oh, and we are going to rig John Deere
with a luggage rack on the top of his cab so he will look highway ready!
Buck says “I’m proud of you Tank. You did good! Give me some door!” and we see Tank give Buck some
door (like a high 5).
Then we see Lex pull up to Tank and FJ gets out.

After we leave, we will see Tank drive through the creek as confidently as he did on our way there.

Then the next scene is us arriving at home and Alex meeting her mom and I sign off the show.

